Monday, November 28

8:00 am  Registration/Sign-In; Meet & Greet with OISE Staff

9:00 am  Welcome and Opening Remarks; Approval of Meeting Minutes from July 28-29, 2016
         -Susan Avery, Chair; President Emeritus, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute

9:15 am  FACA Briefing: Role of the AC-ISE
         -Claire Hemingway, Program Director, OISE

9:20 am  Overview of International Science and Engineering; OISE Updates; Status of OISE Realignment
         -Rebecca L. Keiser, Office Head, OISE

10:00 am Discussion of Update on Program Portfolio: Programs and Analysis Cluster
         -Anne Emig, Program Director & Cluster Lead, OISE

10:20 am Discussion of Mission/Vision: Countries and Regions Cluster
         -Jessica Robin, Program Director & Cluster Lead, OISE

10:45 am  Break

11:00 am Follow up on Engagement with Africa Session; Review List provided by Nkem Khumbah;
         Discussion of World Bank Activities
         -Graham Harrison and Lara Campbell, Program Directors, OISE

12:00 pm Working Lunch (delivery of orders taken in the morning)—Discussion of international aspects of
         the Science and Engineering Indicators
         -John Gawalt, Director, National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics (NCSES)
         -Beethika Khan, Program Director, NCSES

1:00 pm  Engagement with China
         -Nancy S. Sung, Head, Beijing Office, NSF
         -Paula Mabee, BIO; Bruce Hamilton, ENG; James Ulvestad, MPS; Irene Qualters, CISE

2:30 pm  Break

3:00 pm  Meet with NSF Leadership
         -France A. Córdova, Director, NSF; Richard Buckius, Chief Operating Officer, NSF
         -Assistant Directors Fleming Crim, Joan Ferrini-Mundy, James Olds, Roger Wakimoto

4:00 pm  Continuation of International Strategy for the NSF Big Ideas, including report out by OISE staff
         on Big Ideas Working Groups and Discussion of INCLUDES with CEOSE liaison perspective

5:00 pm  Adjourn for the day

6:00 pm  No-host Dinner: Yona
Tuesday, November 29

8:30 am  Discussion of the Overseas Offices – *Closed Session*
- Rebecca L. Keiser, Head, OISE

9:30 am  NSF Strategic Plan
- Steve Meacham, Office of Integrative Activities (OIA)

10:00 am  Presentation on Data Analytic Tools; Status of OISE Data Analytics
- Paul Morris, Program Director, Office of Integrative Activities (OIA)
- Joseph Miller, Program Director, OISE

10:45 am  *Break*

11:00 am  Discussion of Regional Workshops Across U.S.
- Susan Avery, Chair

12:00 am  Closing Remarks and Wrap-Up
- Susan Avery, Chair

1:00 pm  *Adjourn for the day*